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WHO SHOULD READ THIS BOOK? 

 

 

 

Finding and deploying volunteers and leaders is crucial to the success of any pastor. 

Do you struggle to fill jobs in a smaller church? Or, do you lead a large congregation that hopes 

to plant churches? Do you want to hive off into a multi-site operation? If you answer, "Yes," to 

any of those questions, this book is for you. The next few pages will improve your life.  

Finding and raising leaders is, the most daunting task you face, but there is help from the Lord 

and we can learn to spot potential leaders in ways that you’ve overlooked. 

Jesus told us to ask the Lord of the harvest to send laborers into the harvest (Matthew 9:37). In 

the end, it's his job to see that your church is well staffed with volunteers… But, that doesn’t let 

you and I off the hook. We still need to hold up our end of the rope. 

Our success depends on finding, recruiting, training and promoting both volunteers and paid 

leaders.  

That’s where this book comes in. Across five decades and 2,300+ church plants I know 

something about the subject. 

You will enjoy this book as I have some ideas that you never encountered before. 

Read on and make your life a little easier. 
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CHAPTER 1 

A CHURCH WITH NO LEADERS 

 

 

 

Let’s start with a sad story.  

A few years ago, a pastor invited me to consult with his church because it had “no leaders.”  

That was his description of the congregation he led. Of course, there were leaders in the church 

as there are in any group of people. In fact, several of them were trying to get him fired. Upon 

arrival, I found that his paradigm of leadership was too narrow. 

After meeting with the people who wanted him out, I discovered that they were capable leaders. 

They had organized a strong rebellion that almost cost this man his job. The problem wasn’t a 

lack of leaders (these people were competent individuals). The pastor didn't understand how to 

identify a leader, or how to deploy their gifts.  

As I interacted with this dysfunctional congregation, the pastor repeated himself. He kept saying, 

“I do everything myself. There are no leaders in this church.” 

They lacked a church board, leaving the pastor in miserable isolation. In the short week that I 

spent with the man, I helped him recruit a board. One member was the director of the local 

Campus Crusade for Christ. Another, a partner in one of the largest law firms in that city. His 

backup worship leader was an outstanding songwriter. That guy moved on oversee five worship 

teams in one of the largest churches in the area. He also wrote songs that changed church culture 

in Hawaii. Meanwhile that pastor thought himself the only capable worship leader, in this small 

congregation.  

I wish the story had a happy ending, but it didn’t. The man burned out and left pastoral ministry. 

The only good thing about this is that those “rebellious people” didn’t drive him out of his job. 

He did that without their help. I got to know those "rebels" after I moved to Hawaii. Today, each 

flourishes in churches that appreciate their gifts and abilities. 

The problem was never a lack of available leadership. The issue was the pastor’s inability to see 

what God had invested in the people around him. 

LEADERS EVERYWHERE 



Unlike the guy who could see no leaders, I have a reputation for labeling anything that moves as 

a leader. 

I'm not quite that extreme. But, I do tend toward zealous optimism. Most people can lead at some 

level. Most church members are capable of more than they realize. This fits with the extensive 

lists of spiritual gifts in the New Testament. 

I often work with people whom others would disqualify and sometimes I get it wrong. It’s true 

that both the former pastor and I see the world the world through distorted lenses. But I would 

rather have my problem than his. 

Unfortunately, many pastors and leaders view leadership development through filters of 

pessimism. They are like the guy who pastored the “church with no leaders.” 

One of my friends is a pastoral Superman. Because of this, he struggles to find the people to 

plant the churches he so craves to launch. We discussed this in light of the free ebook, Becoming 

a Level Five Multiplying Church. This guy leads a comfortable level 2 congregation). He craves 

to reproduce at level 4, but his leadership myopia prevents that. 

His problem is that he’s always looking for someone as capable as himself. He is more capable 

than the rest of us. This renders him unable to value the spiritual gifts of the people surrounding 

him.  

We recently had a breakthrough conversation. He came to realize that base-hits, not home runs, 

win most baseball games. He's a home run hitter who needs to learn to trust people less talented 

than himself. But, he is learning. He recently embraced a willingness to select someone who 

might strikeout. If you can’t take risks on people, you can’t manage an effective baseball team – 

or a multiplying church! 

A single conversation about baseball changed my friend’s approach to planting churches. He's 

beginning to trust people he rejected before and he’s multiplied two new churches in two years.  

REALITY CHECK 

Jesus answers our prayers when we ask for labor for his harvest. He is consistent. If your world 

falls short of that reality, it’s because you don’t recognize his provision. My prayer is that God 

would open the eyes of your heart. You need to see the labor he already provided. I pray that you 

might learn to view people in ways that you have never perceived before. 

The result will be some bored people discovering their spiritual gifts. They will answer the call 

to ministry—in your church. I further pray that a few of these people will move beyond your 

church. You should expect some of your members to awaken to ministry. They will grow in 

responsibility toward others. And some should leave you to plant churches in other locations. 

Let’s look at how to spot Holy Spirit potential in others. 

  

https://exponential.org/resource-ebooks/becomingfive/
https://exponential.org/resource-ebooks/becomingfive/


 

 

CHAPTER 2 

ASSUMPTIONS 

 

 

 

We each build our lives around our own unique set of assumptions and expectations.  

This is unconscious behavior. But our assumptions affect everything we do and every decision 

we make. They dictate our ability to raise leaders and equip them for viable ministry. Let’s 

examine a few of those assumptions. 

WE’RE ALL CALLED TO SERVE 

For starters, let’s assume that God calls every Christ-follower into some sort of ministry. Jesus 

calls every follower to “fish for men” (and women). 

Every believer, no matter how talented, or untalented, should use their gifts to serve the Lord. 

This means that every member of your church should serve somewhere. They are freelance 

servants of Jesus. 

A few years ago, a group of us transformed an extension campus of Hope Chapel Kaneohe Bay 

into a church plant (the original congregation we planted 30 years earlier is now called Anchor 

Church). The new project became Hope Chapel Honolulu.  

From the outset, we didn’t assign many of the tasks necessary to transition an extension service 

to a church. We felt that it would be more natural for dedicated people to step in and fill a 

vacuum as they became aware of needs. It worked!  

We met in a movie theater which required lots of people to set up and tear down each week. 

Worship teams, setup crews, food servers and ushers surfaced from within our membership. We 

asked no one to fill these roles.  

Many of these were people who joined us when we first announced the birth of the new church. 

But newcomers also jumped into the act. Each saw a need and filled it. We made heroes out of 

those who did this. We included their stories as illustrations when teaching on the weekend. We 

invited them to tell their stories when they prayed over the offering, etc. Platforming a different 

person each week for tithe prayers generated lots of stories and lots of heroes. 



When we added a second Sunday morning service, we took the same approach. We recruited one 

guitar player, set some offering baskets on a chair and held church.  

The original service had grown quite large. The new one started with just eight people. Yet from 

small beginnings, good things materialize. People volunteered wherever they saw needs. We 

accepted their offers. Three years into the church, about 90 of our 300-plus people attended that 

early morning service. "Organic volunteers" covered most tasks. 

Organic need-meeters are great, but, we need strategies to uncover people for the rest of the 

mission. Doers must become leaders. Disciples should disciple others. And, some seasoned 

disciplemakers will go on to plant churches. 

By now, you will have guessed that I don’t subscribe to the theory that, “You must start big or 

you shouldn’t start at all.” The Bible says that we should not despise the day of small beginnings 

(Zechariah 4:10). 

I made a new friend last week. This pastor leads a church of 160 people in a small town in 

Georgia. The church shouldn't exist if you believe the books about "starting large." They would 

have him wait till his launch team reached 200 before planting the church. And, you can start 

small in big cities. Pockets of people, everywhere, await the good news. 

Small beginnings have been the story of my life. I’ve watched God change ordinary people into 

achievers. The adventure now touches every continent. 

THE SPIRIT GIVES GIFTS, BUT WE MUST RECOGNIZE THEM 

One primary task of leadership is to identify spiritual gifts within the body of Christ. 

The Bible teaches, “As each has received a gift, use it to serve one another…” (1 Peter 4:10 

ESV). Yet, most believers will never become aware of their gifts or use them to bless the church. 

This is because many pastors are inept at identifying and nurturing spiritual gifts. I doubt that 

any congregation lacks the gifted people it needs. The tragedy is that most go unnoticed. 

This may stem from ignorance or even laziness. But laziness is doubtful. Many pastors lack an 

adequate understanding of leadership, or how to spot it. 

The church rises and falls on the wisdom and efforts of its primary leaders. As lead pastor, I am 

responsible for the administration of spiritual gifts in our church. I’m not trying to usurp the role 

of the Holy Spirit. But, we leaders too often fail to recognize the gifts God placed in the hearts of 

those who follow us. 

As a pastor, my primary calling is to equip believers for the work of ministry (Ephesians 4:10-

13). A major part of this involves helping people discover their gifts and talents. If I could do a 

better job of this, there would be more workers in the Lord’s harvest fields. 

Most people want to contribute to their church. The problem is often a matter of linking the right 

person to the right job.  



If you struggle to wed people to ministry your church, it’s probably because you strain to 

identify who’s capable of what. Or, you think you can recruit people by offering “leadership 

training classes.” You'll soon discover that many drop out along the way, and that even fewer 

volunteer at the end of the class.  

I approach leadership development from a sense of personal responsibility. I don't allow myself 

to complain that there are no leaders available to us. I confront myself with the possibility that 

I'm not looking in the right places. Or, I'm not praying enough. I can't count the times when 

we've found ourselves short on leaders. It’s in these times that I awaken to the fact I'm supposed 

to ask the Lord of the Harvest to send us leaders.  

This book should help you change your thinking about two things. First, it’s your primary 

responsibility to equip people for ministry. This task begins with your sermons. It then 

progresses to the way you run your staff and structure the ministries of your church. The second 

item of importance is how you approach the search for potential leaders. I'll give you some tools 

to make it easier for you to identify the leaders in your midst…  



 

 

CHAPTER 3 

THE UNIVERSAL MARK OF A LEADER 

 

 

 

When searching the congregation for new leadership, I look for one identifying factor. That is 

the presence of followers. No followers, no leader! 

Most of us start with a twisted perception of leadership. Many pastors wrongly assume that they 

can create leaders through training programs. 

A person may be a rebellious leader. They may appear too young according to some imaginary 

standard in your head. Or, they may have followers but hold back from assuming a significant 

role in your congregation. But, if they have followers, they are leaders. You can discern their 

value as a leader by watching their followers. A passive aggressive leader will treat you with 

respect to your face, but the attitude of their followers will give them away. Conversely, a 

healthy leader will have healthy followers—like begets like. 

A person should already do ministry before attending leadership training sessions.  

It might even make sense to restrict seminary to people already pastoring local churches. That 

would make for more aggressive learning. Students work harder to improve their skills than they 

do just to win a degree. 

This practice would also negate an implied promise. Schools say, “If you attend our program, 

study hard and write good papers then you will become a pastor.” This implies that a seminary 

can turn a non-leader into a leader.  

I’m saddened by the number of Bible college and seminary graduates who live in regret. The 

dropout rate is extreme. People graduate only to discover that they can’t lead a congregation after 

years of hard studying. They wasted gobs of money on tuition and student loans. The time and 

money could have "bought" a career in some other field. And, almost anyone could lead a house 

church, micro-church or whatever you might call it. That would satisfy a call to pastor that is 

largely unmet across America. But we'll save that topic for another book (actually I wrote a free 

ebook called Mega/Multi/Multiply that describes discipleship trained, freelance microchurch 

planters). 

DIFFICULT LEADERS 

https://exponential.org/resource-ebooks/mega-multi-multiply/


A person may be a rebellious leader. They may be a bad leader. Or, they may be a young girl 

who never travels anywhere without her two followers. The point is that they have followers. 

Their followers define them as a leader. 

Remember the story, about the church without leaders? Several of its “rebellious leaders” 

became strong, healthy, pastors after meeting someone who believed in them. 

One even launched a string of churches in the eastern United States. The pastors of their new 

churches immediately recognized them as leaders. The pastor in the story was blind to their gifts 

and talents.  

I may be wrong in my belief that people are either born leaders, or they are not. I presuppose that 

we are born with spiritual gifts (Romans 12). But, those gifts remain under Satan’s influence 

until redeemed by Jesus Christ. Whether I am right or wrong, I do know that it’s easy to equip 

people who already have followers. It is almost impossible if they have none.  

You must work hard to capture the loyalty of a leader who seems to work against you, but you 

can do it if you try!  

Ministry ought to be fun, and leadership the most enjoyable part of it. We often miss great 

relationships because we fear confrontation. Do you find yourself rejecting leaders because they 

don’t line up and march to your tune? If so, you need to learn the art of positive confrontation. I 

promise that if you do this, your job will become easier and far more enjoyable. Another book in 

this series is called Seven Tools for Leading Your Church Staff. That book includes several tools 

for correcting negative behaviors. They work well with leaders who may be rebellious, and those 

who have a different vision than yours. 

A DEPRESSING ALTERNATIVE 

Early in my pastoral ministry, I tried to recruit leaders through training courses. This produced 

very few people who actually invested time in ministry. The materials were good and the classes 

gratifying, but they bore little fruit.  

We soon changed our tactics. We now restrict training events to people already in service 

somewhere in our church.  

This ensures more success and fewer dead ends. As you would expect, the leaders we invite to 

our training events benefit. This approach to training is also great for staff morale, and it’s cut 

back on curriculum costs. The clincher is that this focuses our efforts on results instead of the 

number of bodies in a classroom. 

The person who does well at a limited task is training for greater responsibilities. This brings 

cream to the top. It allows us to equip the leaders that God gifted from birth. It enlivens those 

who pull the plow in tandem with others. Training doers of the ministry is exciting. Trying to 

educate a lookie-loo is not. 

https://www.amazon.com/Seven-Managing-Church-Manage-Between-ebook/dp/B07JF6FM35/ref=sr_1_1?ie=UTF8&qid=1540418866&sr=8-1&keywords=seven+tools+for+managing+a


When we stopped training unwilling or incapable individuals, we stopped demoralizing 

ourselves. We quit working with the people who would never become movers and shakers in our 

church. 

While we're identifying leaders, let’s look at some leadership characteristics. You'll find them in 

people who may doing things in your church. 

  



 

 

CHAPTER 4 

SEVEN CHARACTERISTICS 

OF  

POTENTIAL LEADERS 

 

 

 

Some leaders are easy to spot and thus easier to recruit. They may need discipline and training, 

but they do lead others. But, others are a little more difficult for us to see. This may be due to a 

hang-up of our own, or the person might hide whatever they have to offer. 

Here are some tools which I use to help me spot potential leaders that I may have otherwise 

overlooked. 

1. THEY SERVE BUT DON’T LEAD 

One characteristic of a potential leader is that they are quick to volunteer for other tasks. Some 

volunteers are servers with no leadership potential. We need to discover which servers can lead 

others.  

This may be so obvious that you wonder why I’m even discussing it here. Strong leaders in the 

surrounding community often hide their leadership skills in church. They see church as a place of 

refuge, so they hesitate to involve themselves in leadership. Somewhat akin to consumer 

Christians, these people do volunteer to assist others but duck any leadership role until 

personally recruited.  

I pastored Hope Chapel Kaneohe Bay for 29 years. We met in public facilities (parks and 

schools) for 18 of those years. After ten years slogging through a bureaucratic swamp we 

constructed a church campus. Once we reached nirvana, we found ourselves longing for the 

"good old days." Setting up and tearing down our operation every weekend built strong 

friendships. It also helped us discover both volunteers and leaders. 

Before occupying our new campus, we operated five services a weekend. We met from Friday 

through Sunday evenings, in a public school. We used that school for 16 of our 18-year sojourn. 

Every week we discovered potential recruits for ministry as we watched people jump in to clean 



up after the weekend. Recruitment was more difficult at the new church campus than in the 

school.  

Each weekend we setup and tore down everything. We stowed audio and video gear, children’s 

church equipment and chairs at the close of every weekend. The setup team was well-organized 

and consisted of seasoned volunteers. Setup was never much good for spotting potential recruits. 

The teardown was a goldmine.  

Returning storing equipment provided many simple tasks once or twice each weekend. We 

stowed our goods following the Friday service if someone else rented the school on a Saturday. 

This came on top of the normal Sunday evening ritual. Both the Friday and Sunday evenings 

required us to turn a church back into a school.  

At the close of a service, someone would announce that we needed help with breakdown. We 

had to return the school to its normal state. Many people would head home at this point (some 

people will never volunteer for anything). Others had assigned roles which took them away from 

the general cleanup. The rest jumped in to help. This is where the fun began. Our staff stood 

against the walls jotting down the names of the most willing volunteers.  

Some volunteers couldn’t figure out how to stack chairs, so they fit together. They were born 

incapable of stacking folding chairs. They might lay them upside down. Even though they folded 

them right, they still didn’t nest together with the other chairs in the pile. A mistake near the 

bottom of the pile was dangerous. A tall crooked stack could crash. This might hurt someone. 

These mistakes provided a window for us to identify leaders among the volunteers. 

People mis-stacked chairs every week. When they did, another person would step in to instruct 

them in the correct approach. The bossy person demonstrated leadership. Imagine 50 stacks of 

chairs, a sound system, video equipment and an assortment of other items. Mistakes abounded. 

So did the need for correction. The "correctors" were natural leaders. We turned this weekly 

ritual into a system for uncovering ministry potential. 

The system created two pools of recruits. Our database swelled with names of volunteers for 

entry-level ministry jobs. This also unveiled the cloak of secrecy from born leaders who 

otherwise hid their gifts. A leader in disguise couldn’t help but correct another person’s error. 

Some of our most fruitful church planters first showed up in this fashion. 

Our primary task was to spot these people. Nothing would happen if we didn’t search for 

leadership ability. Our staff leaned against the walls, looking for candles hidden under baskets. 

2. THEY EMERGE WHEN NEEDED 

The people in the paragraphs above assumed leadership by accident. But, if we hadn’t nudged 

them forward they would have buried their gift in the sand until Jesus returns. We soon 

developed another tool for identifying leaders in our midst. 

It was even more contrived than the first.  



I taught a class for new believers in those days. Around the third week into each class I would 

show up with some simple task. This was usually something I wrested away from the volunteers 

working in our church office.  

A pile of booklets might need folding and stapling. A mailing required people to stuff, seal and 

sort envelopes by ZIP Code—three individual tasks. At the end of a class I’d inform everyone 

that I was leaving but needed their help after I’d gone. I’d then write simple directions on a 

whiteboard and leave them to the job. 

The following morning I’d discover the finished work neat and accurate. The next week I’d ask 

the class how it all went. The answers went like this. “We all jumped in to do the project, but we 

messed everything up until such-and-such took control. After that, it all worked out.”  

That simple approach made it easy to discover leaders. Also, I’d learn who went home, leaving 

others to finish the project. This sifting process highlighted both leaders and willing volunteers. 

Again, we developed a roster of people willing to serve and those capable of leading others. This 

simple approach empowered us to identify leadership gifts among our newest converts. 

We’ve used various written tests to discover leadership ability in our church. None were as 

effective as watching people find a need and fill it. 

These schemes are artificial and contrived. A personal approach is better. Most people appreciate 

an invitation to serve their church. It helps establish a sense of belonging, and you should do it as 

soon as possible. 

Pastors, or department heads, often cry the blues about not being able to find workers or leaders. 

They buy into negative ideas about leadership and willingness to serve. This always boils down 

to a person seeing a need and then responding to it. Some will respond as faithful servants. 

Others step forward to lead. And, still others do nothing. Knowing who is who pays huge 

dividends.  

3. SHORTCOMINGS ANGER THEM  

Some of our best leaders have shown their potential through anger. You’ll generally meet this 

anger on one of two fronts.  

A. THOSE WHO ARE DULL TO PLEAS FOR HELP 

The first group are those too blind to notice opportunities all around. Sometimes you discover 

that they didn’t pay attention when someone announced a need for help. They come to you, 

griping that they can find no opportunity to serve. Another group get upset because the church 

isn’t doing something that they believe it should. 

If we’re not careful we can lose members to either of these issues. If people don’t get their needs 

met, they go someplace else, this includes the need to feel needed. Also, if people think their 

church doesn’t care about a vital need they will look for a church that does. 



The first group may come complaining about something other than service opportunities. But, 

when you drill down you find dissatisfaction because they are not serving. 

Another way to identify these people is that they tend to hang around the church campus, or in 

pastor’s offices. These people have too much time on their hands. We found that it’s a good idea 

to begin asking these folks for help with simple tasks. After they prove faithful, escalate your 

requests to larger commitments.  

Church, for these folks, is not a spectator sport. But they approach the issue in the wrong way. If 

you spot them early and involve them in a ministry team they will smooth out and become happy 

campers. 

B. THE “NEED-SEERS” WHO TROUBLE YOU 

The second group is easy to identify as they grumble about whatever it is that they think the 

church ought to do. 

Please don’t mistake these people for troublemakers or rebels. Most often they are sincere and 

want to help change the world.  

Here is a good response to people who complain because we overlooked some valid ministry. 

Agree with their observations, then ask, “Would you like to know why we aren’t doing this?” 

When they say “Yes,” inform them, “It’s because God never put it on anyone’s heart until he put 

it on yours.” After that, thank them for their input. Then ask, “How can I help you do this 

ministry? Would you need financial resources? Can I network you with other people who seem 

to care about the same thing?”  

I’ve never had anyone reject these offers. Many important ministries in our church came into 

being in this fashion 

If you view frustration as rebellion, you disqualify potential ministry partners. These folks can 

make a great contribution to your team. You often find leadership in surprising places. 

4. THEY SERVE FAITHFULLY 

One important quality to look for in a potential leader is faithfulness. The apostle Paul wrote, 

“Now, a person who is put in charge as a manager must be faithful” (1 Corinthians 4:2 NLT). 

This person may be competent to lead a mission team to another country, or even plant a church. 

But only if they first prove themselves faithful in smaller endeavors. Above all, I want to see 

them making disciples who make disciples (for more on this see my book, Making Disciples: 

Developing Lifelong Followers of Jesus).  

Jesus told the story of three men entrusted to invest money. When their boss came to collect on 

his investment two of the men proved faithful to the task. They heard the words, “Well done, my 

good and faithful servant. You have been faithful in handling this small amount, so now I will 

https://www.amazon.com/Making-Disciples-Developing-Lifelong-Followers-ebook/dp/B00LA9FH6C/ref=sr_1_3?ie=UTF8&qid=1540419643&sr=8-3&keywords=making+disciples
https://www.amazon.com/Making-Disciples-Developing-Lifelong-Followers-ebook/dp/B00LA9FH6C/ref=sr_1_3?ie=UTF8&qid=1540419643&sr=8-3&keywords=making+disciples


give you many more responsibilities. Let's celebrate together!” (Matthew 25:21 NLT). They got 

a promotion (which equaled more work), because they did well at the smaller task. 

The “small amount” may be something as mundane as setting up children’s church early in the 

morning. Or, they may prepare coffee and food for fellowship after church service. And, if the 

task involves making disciples and multiplying home-groups, we are off to the races in terms of 

pastoral ministry. 

If you see faithfulness, celebrate the person much like the manager did in Jesus’ parable. Look 

for opportunities to promote individuals to greater responsibility. When people show leadership 

skills, we always nudge them toward more ministry. Our interactive home groups are a keystone 

to our church. We press disciplemaking in these groups. One minimum goal is for the leader to 

develop their replacement, so they can multiply another group. Promoting faithful people pays 

off. 

Ask yourself, "Is this person faithful with the gifts and training they got from the Holy Spirit and 

their parents?" Some jobs in a church don’t entail much skill, they do demand faithfulness. 

A book called, Dream Big, marked my life. It’s the tale of a woman named Henrietta Mears. She 

moved to California to rescue a dying Christian education ministry. This was at Hollywood 

Presbyterian Church in the 1940s. She also taught a large Bible study for college students. But 

the best fruit came through her ability to make heroes out of others. She was a consummate 

disciplemaker. 

Miss Mears discipled eight young men over breakfast every Saturday morning during her tenure, 

reconfiguring the group each year. Her disciples founded Campus Crusade for Christ, Young 

Life and Forest Home Christian Conference Center. Gospel Light Sunday School materials and 

Regal Books exist because she made disciples. The fruit of her disciplemaking is more than 50 

such organizations over several decades. 

One thing that jumps out is the way Miss Mears enlisted newcomers into ministry. She’d notice 

whoever who arrived early for an event. This often meant that they were first-timers. After 

spotting the newbies she put them to work. They might hand out study materials for the evening 

or do some other simple task. It was important that they feel that they were part of her team from 

the start. 

The lesson I took away from this was to engage people with the skills they already possess. You 

let them grow from there. Miss Mears was quick to recruit people. She also looked for 

faithfulness. After observing a person in action, she might promote someone to a greater 

responsibility. Her example has served me well for many years. Please note that even an atheist 

can hand out papers at the back door of the church! All you need is willingness, from there it’s 

easy to discover whether someone is faithful or not.  

5. THEY PRODUCE FRUIT 



It’s one thing to be faithful, but quite another to be fruitful in the role you assume. If a person 

lacks fruitfulness, assume that they need a different ministry assignment. If they are unfaithful, 

sideline them. 

You need to help the faithful, but not fruitful person, find ministry that suits their gift mix and 

skillset. 

A fruitful person is an immediate candidate for greater things. One of my lifetime friends is Ron 

Nishihara. He's an architect and pillar in the local church. 

One Sunday morning he felt God stirring something new as he drove toward the church where he 

had invited Jesus into his life. As he drove, he felt convicted to visit our church. He lived ten 

minutes from the other church while the drive to ours took an hour, But, Hope Chapel Kaneohe 

Bay quickly became his new church home.  

Ron was an infant believer at the time, but soon found ministry helping others move from one 

home to another, etc. When we planted Hope Chapel Honolulu he became one of the most the 

most trusted elders in our church. He runs a large architectural firm working on several 

continents. He also serves as a volunteer pastor, often preaching in my place while I led that 

congregation. 

Ron is both faithful and fruitful. People want to follow him, even those who don’t yet know the 

Lord. In the beginning he lacked spiritual maturity—that was our problem, not his. We needed to 

find some way to connect with and enhance his spiritual gifts. 

Many pastors hold off on people like Ron because they don’t fit a spiritual leadership profile. 

Ron became productive while holding little knowledge of Jesus. He’s too busy with his career to 

attend training events but is an excellent self-learner. If you point him in the right direction, he’ll 

gather the tools to do the job (including theology). We need to view faithfulness and fruitfulness 

as qualifiers, rather than looking to the courses a person has completed. 

Ron enlarged our ministry horizon because of his "architectural" view of the world. While 

influencing us he also learned from us. He’s helping bend human history around the gospel. On a 

recent mission to China, these architectural skills opened doors to share the his faith with a 

bunch of communists. He coached the leaders of a large Chinese real estate development 

company through a tough problem. 

The lesson here is to recognize fruitfulness whether, or not it fits your paradigm. Whenever God 

sends someone new our way, we try to allow them to shape our thinking rather than struggle to 

fit them into our mold. We “you do it, we can help” rather than “we do it, you can help.” 

I’ve worked with leaders who seemed irritated by uniquely gifted people because they march to a 

different drum. To me they bring vast new potential to our ministry equation. Look for people 

like my friend, Ron, to help innovate your church toward new ministry opportunities. 

6. THEY SPEAK WELL OF LEADERSHIP 



A crucial characteristic of potential leaders is loyalty. I want to know that potential team 

members speak well of those in leadership. 

I’m not saying that a person must to go along with everything the team conjures up. In fact, I 

enjoy working with people who are willing to push back at me. I figure that if I can’t sell my 

ideas to my own team they aren’t very good ideas, so push-back is valuable. No one is right all 

the time, and I don’t want to fall into the trap of thinking that I am. 

But, we do insist is that the people we work with support our vision and over-arching goals. 

They can disagree over how we approach them. But loyalty is supreme. This is a simple matter 

of the unity that bonds any team together. Without it you will never enjoy healthy morale. You 

can't shoot for the moon without a loyal team.  

We don’t run a “submission church.” By that I mean our team does not lord it over others. 

However, we do require respect for our church board, our pastoral team, our basic values and for 

everyone else in leadership. 

If you demand total submission from your members you will lose touch with the Holy Spirit. 

You lose personal integrity. Your church will grow cultish if people aren’t free to question you, 

your values, and your decisions. Without the ability to challenge you, they can't exercise the gifts 

that God gave them. Respect is one thing; abject surrender is another.  

Respect and disrespect for leadership show themselves in day-to-day conversation. If somebody 

is scornful of leadership, no matter how talented or gifted they are, we cross them off the list. 

7. THEY POSSESS A HEALTHY VISION  

The seventh identifying characteristic is vision. But it is a qualified vision. The following four 

questions are vision qualifiers. 

A. DO THEY HAVE A SENSE OF CALLING?  

Do they have a vision of their own, or are they only latching onto ours? A unique vision sets 

people apart from the rest of the team. It requires finesse from those in control of the overall 

direction of a church, but it opens new vistas for ministry. 

Don’t get me wrong here. We work with anybody that loves the Lord. But a passion from God is 

necessary for serious investment of time and money. We're looking for people who sense God’s 

call in their lives and know that this call comes with a specific mission. It then becomes our job 

to work them into our team and resource them for whatever God asks of them.  

B. IS IT DOABLE? 

Second, we want to know if their vision is doable.  



On a trip to Japan several years ago, I taught pastors to multiply churches. Working alongside an 

American church growth scholar was an added blessing. Part of the students' experience was to 

parade their vision before this man. He was to critique their aspirations and help fine-tune them. 

I felt honored to sit in those sessions until one pastor took the glow off the experience. This guy 

“dressed for success.” His outward appearance helped dupe me into admiring his goal to grow 

his membership to 4,000 people in five years.  

But then the man running the interview asked, “How many currently attend your church?” His 

answer, “Fifteen people.” I almost fell off my chair. The room went silent. No one knew what to 

say. His response dumbfounded everyone in the room. He was a nice man, but delusional. 

We've got to check vision against reality when processing people into leadership. Incongruence 

wouldn't mean a person isn't capable of leadership. But it would mean that it would be harder to 

help them shape their vision toward reality. 

I’ve never encountered anything so extreme at home, but I have had to face people who live in a 

bubble of unreality. It would be easy to reject someone like this and move on. But, grace calls us 

to find a way to bring such a person back to earth. We must then find a place for them to serve 

the Lord with the actual gifts he gave them. It is not my job, or yours, to disqualify people. It is 

our task to requalify them by helping shape their worldview and how it relates to God’s call in 

their life. 

C. IS IT PRACTICAL? 

A third factor to consider is whether a person’s vision is practical. It may be doable, but not 

actually practical. Because you can do something doesn’t mean that it represents value to the 

kingdom. Is it a good thing or a God thing? 

In an earlier pastorate, one of our team members built a huge community outreach ministry. It 

was both doable and practical—as long as he remained at the helm. 

After years of solid success, he invited several non-believers to join the board. These folks 

worked hard at the tasks he gave them. He felt that by bringing them into to the center of the 

mission, he might evangelize them. But, as board members, they soon morphed the enterprise 

away from its purpose. It moved from a department of our congregation into a separate nonprofit 

organization. Mission drift grew rampant. The ministry devolved to social action with no 

kingdom value—a good thing, but not a God thing. We were paying the bills for something that 

was no longer appropriate to our mission. Funding the organization became impractical for us. 

Our response, to the change of mission, was to stop funding it over time. We informed the new 

board that fundraising was their task while gradually withdrawing funding. The project died in 

less than a year. 

Question: “Was the guy who started this ministry operating from a position of practicality or 

not?”  



In truth, his vision was both doable and practical. It was also of immense value to the 

surrounding community. But, he was wrong to assume that non-Christians would sustain a quasi-

Christian ministry. The man who pioneered the thing was, and is, a valuable team member. After 

he entrusted the mission to non-believers the project grew impractical. His vision fit with ours in 

every way until he surrendered control to people who didn’t share it. 

D. DOES THEIR VISION FIT GOD’S LARGER PURPOSE FOR YOUR CHURCH? 

This brings me to the fourth quality of an individual’s personal vision. 

We want to know that their vision can fit into the larger umbrella of God’s call on our church. 

We’re pretty flexible so we find ways to make things fit. But we do expect leaders to work 

within the vision and calling of our church. 

The purpose of our church (perhaps of any church) is to equip people to do the work of ministry 

(Ephesians 4:10-13). 

We say it this way, “Our mission is to make disciples who make disciples and plant churches that 

plant churches, we’re always looking toward the fourth generation of both disciplemakers and 

new churches” (Matthew 28:18). 

We had very specific 20-year goals in any church plant that I pastored. Our purpose, mission and 

goals should supersede me as pastor. These were sacred to us and should preclude working with 

individuals who can’t subscribe to what we stand for.  

While pastoring in Oahu, we worked hard to reach the multi-ethnic mix that is Hawaii. This 

shaped everything that we did. Someone once called me a “reverse-racist.” This was because I’m 

interested in reaching the broader population not just those who look like me. They can call me 

what they want. I know that God called us to reach all the peoples of any city, and from there to 

multiply churches around the world. 

If people struggle with who we are, we try to help them adapt to our vision. However, sometimes 

we will suggest another church where they might be a better fit. We do it with grace, but we do 

it. 

A few years ago, someone came to me with a vision to start an extremely charismatic prayer 

group in our church. Though I came up in a Pentecostal tradition, my personality is somewhat 

Presbyterian. The personality of a pastor affects the style of ministry in the church, including 

yours. This individual was a solid believer and we would have loved working with them. But, 

their vision wasn’t suitable because it didn’t fit the personality of our church. They moved to 

another church where they, and their vision, were a closer fit. Again, we don’t exist to disqualify 

people, but to help them find a way to accomplish God’s call on their lives. 

A few years ago, Al Martin, one of my closest friends moved to another state. This was after 

about 15 years of strong leadership in our congregation.  



He left a large vacancy because he was so central to our leadership. However, when he first 

joined us he was bent on reshaping us into a reflection of the church he had left behind. irony 

was that he was frustrated by the other church. He didn't approve of their approach to ministry. 

Yet he felt constrained to mold us into their image.  

We spent one long afternoon discussing his position—sometimes in heated terms. In the end, he 

understood our vision and bought into it. He started making disciples and equipping them to 

disciple others. We're still sad that he moved. But, he now helps other churches catch a vision for 

making disciples and multiplying churches. He runs his business well and does ministry as a 

freelance apostle. The talk we had that afternoon was painful, but worth every moment of it. 

I hope you've gleaned some tools to help you discover and sort through the potential leaders. 

Now let’s look at some role models. 

  



 

 

CHAPTER 5 

ROLE MODELS 

 

 

 

Discovering and cultivating leadership centers on a willingness to take risks with other people. 

If you don’t move the football, you won’t win games. I love to watch a wide receiver snatch a 

long pass with seconds left on the clock. It's even better when a defender takes the ball from an 

opposing player on his way to the goal line. 

But, you need more than long passes and forced fumbles to win games. A deep pass is useless 

without a solid backdrop of short tosses and yardage gained by running backs. 

When searching for leaders I look for people who can move the ball in the short-yardage game. 

The long yardage guy is a bonus or outlier. 

You can’t hold out for just the big gainers if you intend to build a solid ministry. And, some of 

your players will disappoint you by fumbling the ball if you make a lot of short bets. But, 

occasional disappointment is part of winning this game called the Great Commission.  

Multiplying lots of disciples and churches produces more fruit than adding numbers or building 

big. It also reduces overall risk. Multiplication is our short yardage game as we attempt the Great 

Commission. A few of our church plants have grown huge. But, the key to our success (even 

with the big boys) is that we make lots of low risk bets. Occasional failure is unavoidable while 

small victories pile up. You must move the ball to win games. 

JESUS IS THE MASTER 

When considering role models for raising people in the ministry, start with Jesus. He called us to 

make disciples and showed us how to do it. 

He started with unlikely candidates who he shaped into overcomers. He talked them through 

their struggles with faith and understanding. After his resurrection they failed to leave Jerusalem 

as he had commanded. But, he stuck with them till they got with the program. They eventually 

went to the ends of their known world with the gospel. 

Many leaders look to Paul for an example of disciplemaking. But, you must return to the 

archetype if you expect to have effective ministry. The book of Acts never mentions any 



disciples made by the original apostles. That is a telling state of affairs. We read of some exploits 

of Peter and John. But Luke never wrote a great deal about them. He did focus on Saul/Paul in 

21 of 28 chapters in Acts. This is because he made disciples, as Jesus commanded. If Paul 

imitated Jesus, we should too. 

My point here is that we are mistaken when we focus on Paul, and the epistles to the neglect of 

Jesus' example. Whether the 12 did their thing, or not, Paul’s success comes from doing what 

Jesus did. We must imitate Jesus as a disciplemaker if we intend to dominate culture with the 

gospel. 

A CLOSER LOOK AT PAUL  

Consider Acts chapters 13 through 20. You’ll notice that Paul blitzed through most communities.  

We don’t know exactly how much time he spent in most places. We do know that he spent a 

couple of years at Ephesus. But that stands in relief against other locations where he spent less 

time. Yet in each of these places, he appointed leadership from his pool of disciples.  

I love the passage where Paul and his team turned those newly minted elders over to the Lord, 

“in whom they had put their trust” (Acts 14:23). They chose them from among their disciples in 

various towns. The word "elders" means pastors. They planted churches with young converts as 

pastors. They trusted the Spirit for success while laying groundwork by making disciples. 

It’s unclear whether the passage speaks of the newly minted elders trusting the Lord, or of Paul 

and Barnabas’ confidence in the Lord to guide the newly promoted elders. Either way, trust in 

the Lord was the key unlocking the door to relative newbies leading congregations. 

A further example of this willingness to trust others shows up toward the end of the book of 

Romans, “I myself am satisfied about you, my brothers, that you yourselves are full of goodness, 

filled with all knowledge and able to instruct one another” (Romans 15:14 ESV). 

Paul had not yet met the Roman Christians. He acknowledged that in the first chapter of the 

book. His trust had to be in the Holy Spirit who filled them with goodness through the blood of 

Christ. It was the same Holy Spirit who opened their eyes to the truths of Scripture. And it was 

the Holy Spirit who would equip young believers to instruct one another. It seems that we would 

do well to put more confidence in the Holy Spirit. We plant and water, but God gives the 

increase. 

MIMICKING BARNABAS 

We will do well to imitate Barnabas. He was the first to seek friendship with Saul after his 

conversion. Later he endorsed the mixed-race church in Antioch. This helped the mostly Jewish 

Christians in Jerusalem accept gentiles. After that, Barnabas chased down Saul, inviting him to 

join the leadership team of the Antioch church. 

Barnabas and Saul, now Paul, split over Barnabas championing John Mark (in much the same 

way as he did Saul of Tarsus). This is interesting. Mark wrote the first gospel, while Paul penned 



most of the epistles. You can safely say that without Barnabas we might not have the New 

Testament. 

Whenever I’m asked which Bible character I would most like to emulate it is always an easy 

question to answer. I want to be a Barnabas. If he were an NFL coach he would bet on players 

overlooked by others... 

  



 

 

CHAPTER 6 

LESSONS FROM A LIME TREE 

 

 

 

An orange tree produces fruit just once a year. Some varieties of lime deliver four harvests each 

year.  

My wife nurtures a lime tree in our yard. It simultaneously carries blossoms and fruit that is ripe 

for picking. It is never without fruit in every stage of development. This provides an interesting 

metaphor for a healthy church.  

FRUIT IN ALL STAGES OF DEVELOPMENT 

On our lime tree, you can find blossoms, BB-sized fruit, green golf balls and mature limes. This 

occurs any day of the year, even though the branches grow faster in summer than winter. This is 

where you could draw a parallel to your church. If your church is healthy it should always have 

fruit in all stages of development.  

You should watch brand-new converts worshiping alongside willing volunteers. You'll find 

developing leaders making lots of mistakes while serving alongside mature saints. And, everyone 

should make disciples that make disciples. 

Does your church produce occasional fruit? Or do you have people in every stage of 

development?  

IDENTIFYING MATURITY, COACHING IMMATURITY 

Never disqualify someone as a small, green and hard lime. Praise them for how far they've come. 

Celebrate how far they have matured in their faith. A tiny green lime is more mature than a 

fragrant blossom. Both are cause for rejoicing. You qualify them, and you coach them towards 

maturity and ministry. 

Let’s make it our task to identify appropriate maturity rather than to reject immaturity. If the fruit 

is new to the branch, maturity shows itself in its newness. Learn to match immature leaders with 

jobs that fit their level of development. Important tasks go to riper individuals. Less mature 

individuals get coached up the ladder toward greater responsibility. 

BRINGING POTENTIAL INTO THE TEAM 



Some of our most fruitful leaders came to us as rejecters of Christ. We got to disciple and equip 

them into a relationship with Jesus. Others came to us displaying unrest with our church. Some 

came to us as mature believers from other congregations. In every case our job was to identify 

maturity.  

Maturity meant something different for each individual. Our job is to accept people as they are 

while elevating them to more maturity and greater fruitfulness. 

However potential leaders come to us, the task to get to know them, confront differences in love 

(sometimes this means presenting the gospel), and then equip and coach them into whatever 

ministry God has for them. 

The lime tree is a great reminder of the patience you need as fruit ripens.  

If we learn this lesson, you’ll find yourself appreciating maturity while coaching immaturity. 

Aim for four generations of reproduction in each function. If you do this, you can make disciples 

that make more disciples and multiply churches that multiply churches.  

PLEASE LEAVE A REVIEW— 

IT WOULD MEAN A LOT TO ME 

I hope you enjoyed the book (and perhaps the rest in this series). If you did, please take 30 

seconds to leave a review on Amazon.  

Authors live and die by reviews: 

• They help us know what readers feel about our work. 

• They show us where there are needs we may be able to meet. 

• They give me motivation to keep writing. 

• They help others decide if the book would benefit them. 

Thanks in advance for the review… 

OTHER BOOKS IN THIS SERIES 

This book is one of a series of six, entitled, A Pastor’s Guide: How to Hire, How to Fire and 

How to Manage In Between. The series is also available in a single paperback volume. The other 

titles include: 

TEAM BUILDING THROUGH SUCCESSION MANAGEMENT 

Do you look outside your church for talent? Do you find recruitment difficult? The secret to easy 

recruiting is in succession management and breaking jobs into smaller pieces. You’ll discover 

how you can never be forced to recruit a person for any but the simplest tasks—they’ll climb the 

ladder toward the more difficult roles. Life is better with the truths in this book. 



HIRING CHURCH STAFF WITHOUT LOSING FRIENDS 

Hiring friends is always a minefield, but if you do it the right way you won’t blow up 

friendships. This book follows closely on the heels of Uncovering Hidden Talent and Succession 

Management. It will spare you grief and take most of the risk out of creating and/or filling staff 

positions. 

SEVEN TOOLS FOR MANAGING YOUR CHURCH STAFF 

Management needn’t be a daunting task. Built around a disciplemaking model, this book can 

simplify your life. It contains common sense tools for confronting difficult employees and 

rewarding the rest. You’ll learn to diffuse even the most difficult situations. And you’ll discover 

how to structure your team around innovation and opportunity. 

CLEVER & INEXPENSIVE STAFF BENEFITS AND REWARDS 

If you want to ignite your team without burning them out, you’ll gain traction with this book. Or, 

maybe you need to educate your board about your own needs. You might be a board member 

looking for GPS when it comes to your church staff. You’ll discover inexpensive, unique 

benefits and rewards you never dreamed of. 

FIRING STAFF WITHOUT DESTROYING YOUR CHURCH 

This book will take most of the pain out of firing someone when you are forced to do it. In fact, 

the information in the book will even help prevent the need to terminate someone’s employment. 

Most important, those you do have to fire will come away feeling that you treated them fairly. 

This is a practical guide for negotiating tricky turns peacefully and without danger. 

BUY ALL SIX BOOKS IN A DISCOUNT BUNDLE 

You can get the entire series at a discount by purchasing the bundled version either as a 

paperback or a Kindle book, both contain all six books under the title, “How to Hire, How to fire 

and How to Manage in Between.” Both will save you money versus purchasing the Kindle books 

individually. 

You’ll find a complete listing of Ralph’s books, a bi-weekly blog and lots of free helps for 

pastors at www.ralphmoore.net or check his Amazon Author Page. 

ABOUT RALPH 

https://www.amazon.com/Hire-Fire-Manage-Between-strengthening/dp/1721688390/ref=sr_1_2?ie=UTF8&qid=1542390233&sr=8-2&keywords=how+to+hire%2C+how+to+fire+and+how+to+manage+in+between
https://www.amazon.com/How-Hire-Fire-Manage-Between-ebook/dp/B07KFWC7JH/ref=sr_1_1?ie=UTF8&qid=1542390233&sr=8-1&keywords=how+to+hire%2C+how+to+fire+and+how+to+manage+in+between
http://www.ralphmoore.net/
https://www.amazon.com/Ralph-Moore/e/B001KI8YR2/ref=sr_ntt_srch_lnk_1?qid=1495225796&sr=8-1


 

Ralph Moore is Founding Pastor of Hope Chapel Kaneohe Bay in Hawaii and of Hope Chapel in 

Hermosa Beach, California. He recently retired from his most recent church plant, Hope Chapel 

Honolulu. now serves on the staff of Exponential.org as Church Multiplication Catalyzer. 

Beginning with just 12 people, the Hope Chapel 'movement' has mushroomed to more than two 

thousand churches worldwide. Ralph travels extensively teaching pastors to make disciples, raise 

pastors and multiply churches. Catch his latest blog at www.ralphmoore.net.  

BTW, you can save money if you purchase this entire series as a bundle 

                 THE HOPE CHAPEL STORY 

Ed Stetzer wrote, “I‘ve been in more than a few meetings with Ralph. 

Sometimes they are discussions–and he loves to discuss–but his 

comments… come back to the same issue again and again. He wants 

to talk about making disciples who live boldly for Christ.” 

This is the saga of a single congregation that birthed a movement of more 

than 2300 churches worldwide. You’ll learn lessons that are immediately 

applicable to you and your team. 

 

 

You will learn: 

• The organic nature of making disciples through relationships. 

• Just how little material support you need to plant a church.  

• The power of God to turn broken lives into strong tools of his grace.  

• Why a promise “to love you… as is!” is important to the spread of the gospel.  

• Next steps in your own life. 

https://exponential.org/
http://www.ralphmoore.net/
https://www.amazon.com/Let-Go-Ring-Chapel-Story/dp/1493656430/ref=sr_1_1?ie=UTF8&qid=1542065932&sr=8-1&keywords=Let+Go+of+the+ring&dpID=41gtzvP8tYL&preST=_SY291_BO1,204,203,200_QL40_&dpSrc=srch
https://www.amazon.com/Let-Go-Ring-Chapel-Story/dp/1493656430/ref=sr_1_1?ie=UTF8&qid=1542065932&sr=8-1&keywords=Let+Go+of+the+ring&dpID=41gtzvP8tYL&preST=_SY291_BO1,204,203,200_QL40_&dpSrc=srch


                   STARTING A NEW CHURCH 

Rick Warren wrote: “Wisdom in print… this book works. this book is 

no theory, it works. God has used Ralph’s ministry to bring 

thousands to Christ and to start hundreds of churches. I just wish 

he’d written it years before I struggled through my first years of 

planting Saddleback. Reading it could have spared me from a lot of 

mistakes.” 

 

The book is pragmatic without being cynical. It is literally a launch-pad for 

a new church–perhaps even a movement. 

 

You will learn:  

1. What to do before you ask for money.  

2. The importance of a pre-launch team.  

3. Necessary relationships–a plan you may not yet understand.  

4. How to leverage your vision to attract more people.  

5. How to begin life as a reproducing church. 

  

https://www.amazon.com/Starting-New-Church-Ralph-Moore-ebook/dp/B00LA9FHMG/ref=tmm_kin_swatch_0?_encoding=UTF8&qid=1542065993&sr=8-2
https://www.amazon.com/Starting-New-Church-Ralph-Moore-ebook/dp/B00LA9FHMG/ref=tmm_kin_swatch_0?_encoding=UTF8&qid=1542065993&sr=8-2


 

 

          MAKING DISCIPLES 

Steve Murrell wrote: “Simple. Biblical. Practical. Ralph Moore’s 

books are some of the finest discipleship, leadership and church-

planting tools available today. Like all great writers, Ralph’s life 

tells the same story as his books. If you want to be equipped and 

inspired to be a disciple and make disciples, Making Disciples is 

for you.” 

Steve Addison wrote: “The Western Church needs a radical 

intervention to reverse its current trend of decline. Ralph Moore is 

a modern-day prophet whose direct and, at times, abrasive style 

will work like sandpaper to peel back the layers that prevent the Church from fulfilling 

its mission. He calls us out in a righteous way, back to discipleship, and I applaud him 

for it.” 

 

This is one of the most practical books on disciplemaking in print today. While disciplemakers 

never move beyond an agenda of personal spiritual growth, this book links disciplemaking with 

church planting and multiplication.  

You’ll learn: 

• Why every Christian is called into the Great Commission. 

• The “how to” part of effective disciplemaking that produces reproducing disciples (and 

churches). 

• Who should disciple you. 

• The place for ordinary friendships in disciplemaking. 

https://www.amazon.com/Making-Disciples-Developing-Lifelong-Followers-ebook/dp/B00LA9FH6C/ref=sr_1_3?ie=UTF8&qid=1542066634&sr=8-3&keywords=making+disciples
https://www.amazon.com/Making-Disciples-Developing-Lifelong-Followers-ebook/dp/B00LA9FH6C/ref=sr_1_3?ie=UTF8&qid=1542066634&sr=8-3&keywords=making+disciples


                       HOW TO MULTIPLY YOUR CHURCH 

Jack Hayford wrote: “The practical wisdom and no-nonsense 

frankness of Ralph Moore’s leadership style shines throughout this 

book. He is a twenty-first century church planter who has found how 

to lead with a mindset and capability consistent with the Holy 

Spirit’s tactics in the New Testament. I know no more effective 

current model as a pastoral advocate for and dynamic practitioner 

of church planting than him.” 

Neil Cole wrote: “This book will inspire you with Ralph Moore’s 

heartbeat for church planting, but more importantly with God’s 

desire to multiply churches around the world. This is a book about vision and hope… 

You will be stirred to believe in God-shaped possibilities for multiplying congregations 

and even church-planting movements. you will find practical, down-to-earth advice 

written in a winsome, engaging way. You’ll love this book, just like I did.” 

Tony and Felicity Dale wrote: “Ralph Moore again demonstrates shy he is one of the 

leading voices in the missional movement. How to Multiply Your Church addresses a 

key oversight in many church-planting conversations: the multiplication strategy of the 

church. This book could become a standard for students, church planters, pastors and 

leaders who believe God can radically change the landscape of our world through His 

Church.” 

  

https://www.amazon.com/s/ref=nb_sb_ss_i_3_16?url=search-alias%3Daps&field-keywords=how+to+multiply+your+church&sprefix=how+to+multiply+%2Caps%2C185&crid=38FUVFMCRWAFF&rh=i%3Aaps%2Ck%3Ahow+to+multiply+your+church
https://www.amazon.com/s/ref=nb_sb_ss_i_3_16?url=search-alias%3Daps&field-keywords=how+to+multiply+your+church&sprefix=how+to+multiply+,aps,185&crid=38FUVFMCRWAFF&rh=i:aps,k:how+to+multiply+your+church


                 DEFEATING ANXIETY 

Steve Sjogren wrote, “Ralph Moore has hit it out of the ballpark with his 

new book! I’ve read other of his books and they’ve all been very helpful, 

but here he gets into a much deeper, more personal side of things than 

anything he’s written before. Defeating Anxiety is an empowering gift both 

for the permission he gives to readers and for the courage he imparts. 

Good stuff. This is definitely a worthwhile read.” 

Are you hassled by fears, worry or panic attacks? Do you toss and turn at 

night unable to shut your mind off long enough to fall asleep? Do you 

suffer panic over your health, job, family, money, or relationships? Do you 

war against timidity, self-doubt or general feelings of insecurity? Anxiety 

is our most treated disorder. 

Do others make you feel guilty for taking medications that get you through your day? Or do you 

somehow feel “weak” for needing outside help to treat anxiety and depression? Could you use a 

dose of humor and practical tools to help you relieve anxiety? Would you like to learn how to 

“talk-back” to your doctor in order to get the help you need? Would you benefit from simple tips 

for re-gaining sleep? Want to know how to keep multi-tasking from making you crazy? If so, this 

book is for you. 

 

https://www.amazon.com/Defeating-Anxiety-Ralph-Moore-ebook/dp/B01FTDR4CY/ref=sr_1_1?ie=UTF8&qid=1542066691&sr=8-1&keywords=defeating+anxiety+by+ralph+moore
https://www.amazon.com/Defeating-Anxiety-Ralph-Moore-ebook/dp/B01FTDR4CY/ref=sr_1_1?ie=UTF8&qid=1542066691&sr=8-1&keywords=defeating+anxiety+by+ralph+moore


                             YOU COULD WRITE FOR AMAZON 

Does your church have a great story, but a limited audience? If so, 

keep reading...this book is for you! 

Could use a book as an ultra-effective business card? Every 

candidate for US President begins their campaign by writing a book. 

In a world of sound-bites a book gives a leader an opportunity to 

share their life, emotions, vision and values with an audience. 

This short book hovers over three goals: A. To show what Amazon 

can do for you. B. To hold your hand while we get your thoughts 

into a readable format. C. To teach you the ins and outs of Amazon's 

tools for publishing and marketing your stuff.  

 

You’ll learn, 

 

• How Amazon can afford to publish first time authors. 

• Six benefits unique to Amazon. 

• Seven ways in which Amazon will help you sell your book. 

• Why Amazon pays authors nearly five times as much as conventional publishers. 

• Three tools for smashing writer's block.& 

• How to get past the first draft roadblock. 

• Eight ways to hold a reader's interest. 

• A few simple disciplines to make your project much easier and fun to write. 

• How to get by with a little help from your friends. 

• Three simple devices to help sell any book. 

• How to best display your expertise and authority on your chosen subject. 

• Keyword tools designed to help readers discover your book. 

• How to enlist readers as your agents in order to help others find your book. 

  

https://www.amazon.com/You-Could-Write-Amazon-Beginning-ebook/dp/B00J14JM8C/ref=sr_1_1?ie=UTF8&qid=1542066751&sr=8-1&keywords=you+could+write+for+amazon&dpID=51pyq9TXj5L&preST=_SY445_QL70_&dpSrc=srch
https://www.amazon.com/You-Could-Write-Amazon-Beginning-ebook/dp/B00J14JM8C/ref=sr_1_1?ie=UTF8&qid=1542066751&sr=8-1&keywords=you+could+write+for+amazon&dpID=51pyq9TXj5L&preST=_SY445_QL70_&dpSrc=srch


 

                     MEGA MULTI MULTIPLY 

What would it take for you to be part of God’s work in bringing a million 

people to faith in Jesus Christ? Every pastor could make one simple 

paradigm shift that would drive their legacy from thousands of disciples to 

at least hundreds of thousands, if not millions—essentially fulfilling the 

Great Commission. 

You’ll learn you how to widen the pathway into pastoral ministry. Ralph 

writes, “The Lord may have already answered your prayer for more labor 

for the harvest.” Using Ralph’s personal experience of leading a 

multiplication movement 2,300+ churches strong and drawing from 

historic and modern-day models, he takes you on a journey to discover how a local church can 

produce a movement of reproducing churches starting with a “micro approach.” Mega Multi 

Multiply is a field manual for those who want to take things to the next level of multiplication. 

You’ll Learn: 

• How to know if you’re leading a Level 5 multiplication church or on your way to one 

• 4 drivers of rapid multiplication 

• 5 benefits of multiplication 

• Real-life examples of multiplying churches and leaders, both past and present 

• Practical insight for getting started, including navigating inevitable tensions 

• How to determine if you’re cut out for leading a micro-church multiplication movement 

• 3 personal moves toward a new wineskin 

• 5 tangible steps toward multiplication 

More Books by Ralph Moore 

Check his Amazon Author Page for more of what Ralph has written, or go to his website at 

https://www.ralphmoore.net. 

 

https://exponential.org/resource-ebooks/mega-multi-multiply/
https://www.amazon.com/Ralph-Moore/e/B001KI8YR2/ref=dp_byline_cont_ebooks_1
https://www.ralphmoore.net/
https://exponential.org/resource-ebooks/mega-multi-multiply/
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